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Abstract
Background This editorial presents a perspective on the
types of evidence most needed to advance behavioral
medicine given the current status of the field.
Purpose The paper argues that the types of evidence most
needed at present are evidence that is contextual, practical,
and robust.
Methods Each of the above issues is discussed with
attention to characteristics of interventions; representative-
ness at the multiple levels of setting, clinical staff, and
participants; and research design and measures. Arguments
are made from philosophy of science, status of the
literature, and future directions perspectives.
Results The current dominant paradigm of reductionistic
studies focused predominantly on internal validity using highly
homogenous patients and academic settings is not and will not
produce the desired translation to real-world practice and
policy. Instead, broader “practical” clinical and behavioral
trials are needed that address the influence of the context in
which programs are conducted, that include outcomes impor-
tant to decision makers and communities, and that focus on
moderating, mediating, and economic issues.
Conclusions To create programs that will be disseminable, a
greater focus is needed on external validity and transparency
of reporting. We need to realize that the world is complex and

embrace and study this complexity to produce further
progress. Such an approach can produce evidence that is both
rigorous and relevant.
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Introduction

Given our current state of knowledge in behavioral medicine,
my short answer to the question posed in the title of this article
is, “evidence that is contextual, practical, and robust.” I
provide the rationale for these recommendations throughout
this editorial, but the bottom line is that if we want to influence
health care, health policy, and real-world decisions to
accomplish the mission of the Society of Behavioral Medicine
(SBM), these are the types of evidence that are most needed.

To provide the background for this conclusion, I have
organized my arguments under three considerations that led
to my recommendations. These perspectives involve con-
siderations of philosophy of science issues, the current state
of scientific evidence in behavioral medicine, and key
future directions for SBM.

Philosophy of Science Issues

The philosophy of science issues can be summarized as
contextualism vs reductionism world views [1–3]. The key
question is whether we are likely to make more progress by
following a model of science that approaches statements of
causality by isolating, simplifying, and holding constant
key conditions (reductionism that attempts to understand
effects by controlling or removing all potential confounds)
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or by studying programs in their context and investigating
the impact of different contextual factors (contextualism)?

It is of historical and conceptual interest that those
advocating a linear, reductionistic perspective on science
typically do so to more closely resemble or emulate the
“hard sciences” (e.g., physics, chemistry, biology) or
medicine in order for behavioral sciences to be more
widely accepted. The irony in this is that the “hard” and
“leading sciences” have long ago moved beyond a
reductionistic approach [2–4]. They indeed did make
progress using a reductionistic approach. However, at least
two to three decades ago, those fields realized that further
progress was not going to be made using these models and
have since evolved much more contextual approaches and
research paradigms that employ models such as systems
theory [4] and complexity/chaos theory [3, 5]. These
approaches reject the possibility of understanding and
advancing science—given our current knowledge—by
studying things in isolation. Rather, their focus is on inter-
relationships, the importance of starting points and contex-
tual factors, etc. They also have much greater openness to
different ways of knowing and types of evidence rather than
positing that there is only one correct, right approach or
“true answer.”

Only some branches of medicine, and by extension
behavioral medicine advocates who feel progress will best
be made by applying the methods of medicine—and
especially the randomized drug efficacy trial (RCT)—cling
today to a scientific approach that claims that the “best
science” and the highest levels of knowledge are achieved
by employing measures to control and precisely manipulate
factors so as to isolate treatment effects and hold constant
all “threats to internal validity” [6].

I have nothing against RCTs—or any other design. I do,
however, think that it is unlikely that further progress will
be made by relying predominantly on the type of
reductionistic RCT that attempts to remove context, to
study factors under non-representative and highly artificial
conditions, and that only studies highly motivated individ-
uals who do not have “confounding factors” (which often
excludes the vast majority of persons to whom such drugs
or procedures are eventually applied). Rather, I advocate
“practical clinical” [7, 8] and practical behavioral trials [9]—
and many other experimental designs [10] that help us to
explore the relevance of different interventions for different
populations, under different conditions [11, 12].

Glass and McAtee [13] conclude in their recent
provocative review that “behavioral science…especially in
the U.S., has focused primarily on individual health-related
behaviors, without due consideration of the social context
in which health behaviors occur (page 1664).” In his new
book on an integrated approach to health and to primary
care, Paul Thomas [3] concludes that “linear thinking

dominates…it isolates factors that are really complex…(in
contrast)…systems thinking sees dynamic interactions
between related things…knowledge generated in one
context may not be relevant in others.”

Although space precludes further discussion, I note that
a contextual approach to science is also much more
congruent than a positivist reductionistic approach with
following developments within behavioral medicine and
health care: socio-ecologic models [14]; multi-level pro-
grams and multi-level analyses [15, 16]; systems thinking
and dynamic modeling [13]; complex interventions [17]
and complexity theory [3, 5]; and finally, transdisciplinary
approaches.

Story

Another concern with linear reductionistic approaches to
evidence is that they investigate only a small proportion of
the issues central to program success. Realizing that
humans learn best through stories [18], I illustrate this
point through a story.

Imagine, as many scientists and citizens hope, that a
specific genetic basis for obesity (or cancer or diabetes) was
discovered and that a major pharmacogenetic company
rapidly developed and proved the efficacy of a targeted
pharmacogenetic intervention in record time. Imagine
further that the FDA, after reviewing the key double-blind
RCT efficacy study which demonstrated a large effect size—
a 50% reduction in obesity compared to a double-blind
placebo control condition—decided to rush this new drug to
market because of the public health need.

This exciting breakthrough would then need to be
translated into practice to actually impact public health. Here
is where the story gets interesting and where the enormous
impact of other behavioral, social, economic, and policy
factors come into play. As summarized in Table 1, further
assume that the government and the pharmaceutical company
combine forces and resources in an unprecedented manner to
rush the drug into widespread use. Table 1 describes what are
likely realistic to optimistic estimates of the actual impact of
a nationwide dissemination effort to promote use of this
breakthrough drug. The right-hand column of Table 1 shows
the bottom line public health impact or percent of all obese
persons who would benefit from such an effort.

The left-hand column in Table 1 summarizes the series
of steps involved in translating any basic science break-
through into real-world practice. The second column labels
the step according to its categorization in the RE-AIM
framework. The third column displays the “success rate”
for that step, and I have used estimates that vary from 40 to
60% for each stage to bracket the likely overall impact. For
most steps, a 40–60% success rate would be considered
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very good for results from a nationwide campaign over a 1-
to 2-year period, and especially if the 40–60% impacted
were representative and included those most at risk (which
unfortunately is often not the case).

As can be seen, we begin with the assumption that 40–
60% of the obese population has the genetic profile that
puts them at risk. This would be at least ten times higher
than the vast majority of genetic disorders to date, but let us
be optimistic for purposes of illustration. If 40–60% of all
healthcare clinics in the USA were to adopt this new drug
approach to obesity, that would be a phenomenal success.
To accomplish this, a terribly convincing case would need
to be made to diverse organizations that would include the
VA, managed care organizations, community health centers,
the Indian Health Service, etc.—many which are under-
resourced already.

The third row in Table 1 illustrates the impact of physician
reaction to a newly approved medication, and again,
optimistically assumes that 40–60% of physicians would test
patients and prescribe this medication to all of their eligible
patients. The reader can follow the remaining rows of
Table 1 to see the impact of later steps in this sequential
story of the national rollout of a new obesity wonder drug.

Three points should be made in summary: (1) The 40–
60% estimates for the percent of patients who could accept/
could pay for what would likely be an expensive
medication; who would take the medication as prescribed
over a sufficient period of time (and this assumes no side

effects or unanticipated negative consequences—such as
ignoring healthy lifestyle behavior patterns); and who
would continue to maintain benefits long-term are likely
overestimates. (2) Only in the next to last row do the results
of the groundbreaking RCT come in play—the issues in all
the other rows are typically ignored in an efficacy-style
RCT. (3) Finally, the “bottom line” impact is that after 1 to
2 years, approximately 0.1–3% of the obese population in
the USA would substantially benefit in a lasting way from
this revolutionary breakthrough in pharmacogenetics.

The purpose of this exercise is not to disparage
pharmacogenetic approaches—the same issues apply to
real-world application of behavioral interventions. The
point is that our focus and evidence needs to expand
beyond the narrow domain of studying only the impact on a
single primary dependent variable. There is also a more
subtle but optimistic message embedded in Table 1.

This message is that there are numerous and multiple
opportunities—represented by each row of Table 1—to
enhance the ultimate success rate in the bottom right of the
table. Improving any of the steps of adoption, reach,
implementation, or maintenance could also substantially
increase the public health benefit. These various stages also
make apparent the opportunities for transdisciplinary
collaboration to address healthcare issues—the potential
contributions of diverse fields such as social marketing,
health communication, behavioral approaches to adherence
and maintenance, patient-provider communication, risk and
decision analysis, health economics, and health policy
should be obvious.

State of Our Science

This section addresses the current imbalance between the
attention to and quality of data reported on internal validity
vs external validity in behavioral medicine. Virtually every
evaluation of this question—including very recent reviews
[19] have concluded that published articles report to a much
greater extent on internal validity than on issues related to
external validity [20, 21]. There are multiple reasons for
this, including the much greater emphasis on basic than
applied research by NIH, and the perspectives of study
sections and manuscript reviewers [22, 23].

There is an underlying scientific perspective that
operates at all levels of the grant announcement, proposal
review, paper submission, manuscript review, and literature
synthesis stages that is responsible for perpetuating this
imbalance between internal and external validity reporting.
This perspective is related to the worldview discussed
above that always values randomized designs and tight
control over internal validity as being superior to alternative
or complementary approaches to science [13, 24]. This

Table 1 The reality of translating an evidence-based (fill in blank)
intervention

Issue RE-AIM elementa Success
rate (%)

Population-
wide impact
(%)

Persons having
genetic risk
factor

Population
prevalence

40–60 40% – 60%

Healthcare
settings that
participate

ADOPTION—
Setting level

40–60 16–36

Physicians who
prescribe

ADOPTION—
Clinician level

40–60 6–22

Patients who
accept

REACH 40–60 2–13

Delivery/
medication
adherence

IMPLEMENTATION
(follow regimen
correctly)

40–60 0.8–8

RCT efficacy
results

EFFECTIVENESS
(percent lost
significant
weight in RCT)

40–60 0.3–5

Continued longer
term effects

MAINTENANCE
(individual level)

40–60 0.1–3

a www.re-aim.org
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perspective and value judgment is evident in guidelines
such as the CONSORT criteria that are used by the vast
majority of health journals [25]. The CONSORT criteria
have been very helpful in increasing the quality of reporting
on internal validity in health publications (www.consort-
statement.org). Because only 1 of the 22 CONSORTchecklist
items say anything about external validity, however, it is
understandable that authors continue to report on internal
validity at the expense of external validity.

Let me be clear: I am not opposed to internal validity or
to controlled studies. Quite the opposite; but there is also a
science of external validity and of dissemination, and this
science continues to be systematically ignored or mini-
malized not only in the CONSORT criteria but also by such
factors as “quality rating systems” and in many grant and
manuscript reviews [26].

A group of 13 editors of leading health promotion and
behavioral medicine journals, including Annals of Behav-
ioral Medicine, recently came together to discuss what
could be done about this situation. The journal editors
agreed that steps need to be taken to encourage better
reporting of external validity issues. Several of these
journals are in the process of publishing editorials [27] or
of taking other steps to evaluate the external validity of
submissions. For more information on these developments,
see www.re-aim.org.

Table 2 summarizes the key issues that need to be
addressed regarding external validity [22, 23]. These issues
include: reach and sample representativeness (at multiple

levels, including patient, clinician, and setting); implemen-
tation consistency and how programs are adapted to fit
different settings and cultures [28] and over time [29];
reporting of generalizability across outcomes that are
important to healthcare decision and policy makers (includ-
ing costs); and finally, level of maintenance and organiza-
tional sustainability over time [30].

In summary, Rothwell [26] concluded a thorough
analysis of this issue with the observation that “what little
systematic evidence we now have confirms that RCTs often
lack external validity…this issue is neglected by current
researchers, medical journals, funding agencies, and gov-
ernmental regulators alike (page 90).”

Practical Trials

It is easier to criticize the current state of affairs than to
recommend realistic alternatives. Fortunately, there are
feasible alternatives that can be implemented now and that
can retain internal validity while substantially enhancing
external validity. These strategies have been referred to as
“practical trials” [7–9].

Such designs can be RCTs or they can be other
experimental designs such as interrupted time series or
multiple baseline across settings designs that control for
threats to internal validity. The distinguishing character-
istics of such designs, however, are that they address four
key issues relevant to external validity. These issues include
(1) representative patients—instead of selecting the most
motivated, least complex patients that have the fewest
“confounding factors” and that are the most homogeneous,
samples are purposefully selected [6] to represent the range
of patients encountered in the real-world settings to which
one wants to generalize.

A second factor is that (2) the interventions are
conducted in multiple settings. The emphasis is on
including a range of settings that reflect those in typical
practice—in contrast to only the settings that have the
greatest expertise, the most resources and the highest
chances of successfully delivering an intervention. The
third factor is one of the most significant ways in which
practical clinical [8] and behavioral studies [9] differ from
“research as usual”. This criterion is that (3) comparison
conditions represent current standards of care, or alterna-
tive treatments—rather than no treatment or placebo
controls. The rationale for this criterion is that to justify
changes in practice, the additional education and quality control
modifications necessary and the frequently much higher costs
of a new treatment, the innovation should be significantly better
than current, familiar and less expensive interventions.

The final criterion reflects back to our story and is that
(4) multiple outcomes, and especially outcomes relevant to

Table 2 Types of external validity evidence needed

1. Program or policy reach (number and percent of persons) and
sample representativeness at multiple levels of
a. Patients or citizens
b. Clinicians or change agents
c. Settings

2. Program or policy implementation and adaptation
a. Consistency of delivery of key intervention components
b. Consistency of delivery across different staff
c. Adaptation of the program to fit local settings, populations, and

over time
3. Outcomes important to decision makers
a. Effectiveness on multiple measures
b. Robustness across subgroups, especially those related to health

disparities
c. Cost and cost-effectiveness
d. Impact on quality of life
e. Assessment of potential adverse outcomes

4. Maintenance and institutionalization
a. Long-term effects at minimum 6–12 months post-program
b. Extent to which program or policy is sustained as originally

designed, discontinued entirely, or adapted and modified after
evaluation is completed.
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clinicians and decision makers (and the community) should
be included. These concerns address factors such as the
feasibility, implementation requirements, costs, expected
return on investment, range of applicability, and impact on
quality of life [31] or benefit relative to alternative uses of
scarce resources. In summary, practical trials provide
important information on the influence of contextual factors
and external validity that is often missing from traditional
efficacy RCTs.

Research–Practice Integration

My final perspective on the types of evidence now needed
to advance our field is based on my perception that the
greatest current need in behavioral medicine is for enhanced
integration of research findings into practice and policy [10,
32]. The gap, or as the IOM has concluded, “chasm”
between what is known and what is routinely applied in
healthcare is huge and does not appear to be narrowing
[33–35]. Albert Bandura [36] has stated that we “need to
examine the efficacy of alternative modes of diffusion with
the same care and rigor as is devoted to the development of
the models being diffused”, and Green and Ottosen [37]
have advised that “If we want more evidence-based
practice; we need more practice-based evidence”.

While most would likely agree with these statements in
the abstract, my concern is that the research community
needs to do more to actively help narrow this gap. There are
some important exceptions such as the recent trans-NIH
Program Announcement (PAR-07-0086) Dissemination and
Implementation in Health and the AHRQ Translating
Research into Practice program, but in general, our study
sections, editorial boards, and training programs tend to
reinforce the status quo [24, 26]. They tend to reward

research and researchers that continue to produce results
that are unlikely to translate into practice.

Even rigorous, thorough, and step-by-step approaches
that follow all the recommendations of the linear phases of
research model [38, 39] fail to advance programs success-
fully to the next “stage”. For example, Stevens et al. [40]
conducted a well-controlled smoking cessation efficacy
RCT for hospitalized smokers in a large hospital and found
it to be efficacious when delivered by experienced smoking
counselors [40]. However, translation of this exact inter-
vention, in the very same hospital, when intervention was
delivered in an effectiveness study by well-trained and
supervised respiratory therapists failed to produce signifi-
cant treatment effects [41]. Relatedly, Hallfors et al. [42]
selected one of the SAMHSA-recommended model effica-
cious programs (based on an efficacy RCT), carefully
implemented it in a real world drug treatment setting, and
found it to be ineffective.

New and different models—and types of evidence—are
needed to make successful translation to real world imple-
mentation and dissemination contexts. These approaches
need to assess factors such as level of involvement of key
stakeholders from the outset; feasibility, cost and practical-
ity; the balance between fidelity and local adaptation [28];
and the “3 R’s” of translation research—representativeness
(who participates, at all levels), robustness (especially
impact on health disparities and in low resource settings),
and replicability.

As summarized in Fig. 1, behavioral medicine programs
are complex and are embedded in multiple layers of
context. As shown in the figure, we need to focus on the
best “fit” for a given question in a given setting among
research design, the program being investigated, and the
setting in which it is being implemented [43]. No single
design is always the best answer, and we need more multi-

As Tested

Critical
Elements

Program or Policy
Organization

Clinic

Program 
Delivery 

Staff

Delivery Site(s)

Fit

Research
Design

Appropriate
For Question

PartnershipBroader Health
Policy and

Cultural
Context

Fig. 1 Simplified systems mod-
el for translational research
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method studies that combine the benefits of quantitative
and qualitative studies [44, 45].

Conclusion

In summary, the world is complex and multiply determined;
we ignore and attempt to oversimplify this complexity at
our peril. We need to recognize that all models (and
designs) are wrong [46]—and have greater appreciation for
creative approaches to the new challenges we face. I believe
that by focusing on research that is contextual, practical,
and robust, we can advance our science with approaches
that are both rigorous and relevant.
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